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ABSTRACT
The hair and beauty industry is one of the fastest grow-
ing industries. This led to the development of various ap-
plications, such as virtual hair dyeing or hairstyle transla-
tions, to satisfy the need of the customers. Although there are
several public hair datasets available for these applications,
they consist of limited number of images with low resolution,
which restrict their performance on high-quality hair editing.
Therefore, we introduce a novel large-scale Korean hairstyle
dataset, K-hairstyle, 256,679 with high-resolution images. In
addition, K-hairstyle contains various hair attributes anno-
tated by Korean expert hair stylists and hair segmentation
masks. We validate the effectiveness of our dataset by lever-
aging several applications, such as hairstyle translation, and
hair classification and hair retrieval. Furthermore, we will re-
lease K-hairstyle soon.
Index Terms— hair dataset, classification, segmentation,
hair dyeing, hairstyle translation
1. INTRODUCTION
Hairstyle has long been recognized as a means of expressing
one’s personality, including age, social status, and racial iden-
tification. Therefore, the demand for new technologies, such
as virtual hair dyeing or hairstyle translation has increased to
satisfy the consumers.
Recently, several hair datasets, such as Figaro 1k [1] and
Hairstyle 30k [2], have been released for deep learning mod-
els to utilize in the hair and beauty industry. However, there
are several limitations in the existing hair datasets. The im-
age resolution of the existing hair datasets is low compared
to the resolution of normal photos taken by the people. This
difference in resolution of the images causes the models to
yield unsatisfying results. In addition, the limited number of
images is not enough for the model to learn diverse hairstyles.
We release a new large-scale Korean hairstyle dataset,
K-hairstyle, which contains high resolution images, hair seg-
mentation masks, and various attribute labels. The size of
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images is ultra-high resolution (i.e., 4032×3024) that has
never been collected before for hair datasets. With more
images than any other datasets before, our dataset covers
more diversity in hairstyles, which can lead to a generation of
high-resolution images that demonstrate the details that de-
fine hairstyles. In addition, it has hairstyle categories that are
popular in Korea, and additional attribute labels such as age,
gender, and hair length. We also annotate the segmentation
masks, which can be utilized for hair dyeing and hairstyle
translation. In order to ensure people’s anonymity, we blur
the faces.
We also demonstrate the effectiveness of K-hairstyle
based on three applications: 1) hair dyeing, 2) reference-
based hairstyle translation, and 3) hairstyle classification.
First, we transfer a hair color of an image to the desired
color with hair segmentation masks. Additionally, we trans-
late a hairstyle of an image by leveraging a reference-based
image-to-image translation model. Lastly, we conduct an im-
age classification based on various hairstyle attributes, which
were labeled by experts. Even though the faces in K-hairstyle
are blurred, we show that hair dyeing and hairstyle translation
models perform successfully.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We introduce K-hairstyle, a novel large-scale Korean
hair dataset of high-resolution images with segmentation
masks and rich attribute labels.
• We illustrate the effectiveness of K-hairstyle with the
application of hairstyle classification, hair dyeing and
hairstyle translation.
2. RELATED WORKS
We compare K-hairstyle with the existing datasets that are
known to be utilized in hairstyle-related tasks. Table 1 sum-
marizes the differences.
Figaro 1k [1] consists of 1,050 images, equally distributed
in 7 hairstyle classes. Since Figaro 1k contains hair segmen-
tation masks, diverse angles, and backgrounds, it can be
used for hair detection and segmentation. However, due to
the limited number of hairstyle classes, Figaro 1k cannot






















Dataset # images # attributes face blur resolution hair segmentation multi-view
Figaro 1k [1] 1,050 7 No 250×250 Yes No
Hairstyle 30k [2] 30,000 64 No 128×128 No No
LFW parts [3] 2,927 N/A No 250×250 Yes No
CelebAMask-HQ [4] 30,000 N/A No 1024×1024 Yes No
K-hairstyle 256,679 31 + 65 Yes 4032×3024 Yes Yes
Table 1. Comparing K-hairstyle dataset with other existing hair datasets. K-hairstyle dataset offers the largest number of images
with the largest image resolution.
hairstyle 30k [2] is composed of 30,000 images with the
size of 128×128 including 64 different hairstyles. Although
hairstyle 30k covers relatively diverse hairstyles, the dataset
lacks hair segmentation masks, which are important for the
performance of delicate hair dyeing or hairstyle translation.
LFW parts [3] consists of 2,927 face images, the subset of
LFW dataset [5]. LFW parts images are annotated with seg-
mentation masks of hair, skin, and background. Similarly,
CelebA Mask-HQ [4] includes 30,000 face images selected
from CelebA [6]. It contains 512×512 segmentation masks
with 19 facial attributes. Both datasets, however, are not
labeled by hairstyle classes, making them inappropriate for
hairstyle-related tasks. Furthermore, the maximum number
of images in the four datasets mentioned above is 30,000 and
the maximum resolution of the images is 1024×1024. Also,
none of them includes multi-view images captured at various
angles for each identity. Compared to the existing datasets, K-
hairstyle provides about 130,000 images with the maximum
resolution of 4032×3024, containing multi-view images for
each identity. Moreover, the images in K-hairstyle are an-
notated by 27 types of hairstyles, 68 additional attributes,
and hair segmentation masks. This guarantees the usefulness




We construct K-hairstyle that contains about 256,679 high-
resolution images with useful annotations, such as hair masks
and attributes. The details of K-hairstyle are as follows.
• High-resolution Image. The images are collected us-
ing high-end cameras and the resolution of the images is
4032×3024.
• Large-scale Dataset. We collect about 256,679 images,
much more than the existing hair datasets.
• Multi-view. We provide the multi-view images for each
person. It contains 20 to 120 multi-view images per per-
son.
• Hair Segmentation Mask. The hair regions of the images
are manually labeled in a polygon format.
• Hair Attributes. Various hair attributes are annotated by
Korean expert hair stylists. Hairstyles are categorized into
31 types, and other attributes, such as hair color, length,
and curl, are also labeled.
• Face Blur. Due to the privacy issues, the face is blurred.
3.2. Data collection
In this section, we introduce the methods for collecting the
data and annotating the attributes and segmentation masks.
K-hairstyle Image Collection. We first set the standard of
Korean hairstyle with beauty and arts professors, the repre-
sentatives of K-Beauty brands, and well-known hair stylists.
We define 31 types of hairstyles which include common Ko-
rean hairstyles. Then, we collect images containing those
hairstyles from 300 expert hair stylists. The stylists are re-
quired to take photos of each hairstyle at two different posi-
tions (high and middle) and at least 10 different angles for
each position, changing the angle by 10 to 36 degrees each
time.
After gathering enough images following the previous
conditions, we use crowdsourcing to obtain hairstyle images
that follows the guidelines of K-hairstyle (e.g., whether it
contains multi-view or hairstyle is appropriated).
Annotation Mask and Attributes. We manually annotate
the hair segmentation mask with an auto-label model that
makes labeling easier. In addition, the expert hairdressers
label various hair attributes, such as hairstyle, hair length,
curl, and hair-loss. Figure ?? shows the distribution of the 31
hairstyle classes in our dataset.
4. K-HAIRSTYLE APPLICATIONS
4.1. Hairstyle Translation
We also perform hairstyle translation as another application
of K-hairstyle. We aim to translate the hairstyle of an input
image to the desired hairstyle in a reference image, regardless
of their gender or facing directions. Therefore, we employ a
reference-based image-to-image translation model, StarGAN
v2 [7]. StarGAN v2 translates the style of an input image to
the target style extracted from a reference image, while main-
taining other features (e.g., pose) of the input image. When
extracting the style from a reference image, StarGAN v2 uti-
lizes the domain-specific style encoders to effectively reflect
the domain’s distinctive features. In this paper, we split the
Fig. 1. Hair translation results.
Model Accuracy↑ #Classes Augmentation Crop
ResNet18 0.3119 31 X X
ResNet18 0.3189 31 O X
ResNet18 0.3333 31 O O
ResNet18 0.3792 55 O O
Table 2. Classification Ablation Study.
images into two domains, male and female, to reflect the dif-
ference in each gender’s common hairstyle. Also, we train
and test the model with 512×512 cropped images. As pre-
sented in figure 1, we successfully translate the hairstyles of
source images to those of reference images, even when the
gender or the facing directions are different. To evaluate the
quality of the translated images, we measure the FID score [8]
between the real images from the training data and the trans-
lated images. We achieved 14.67 for the translation to the
male domain, and 14.68 for the female domain, with an over-
all average of 14.67.
4.2. Hairstyle Classification
Model Accuracy↑ MACs(B)↓ #Params(M)↓
ResNet18 0.3792 9.50 11.20
ResNet50 0.3699 21.47 23.61
ResNet101 0.3880 40.91 42.60
Wide-ResNet50 0.3764 59.69 66.93
Table 3. Classification models comparison table.
We conduct hairstyle classification experiments on K-
hairstyle. As shown in Table 2, we perform the ablation study
to analyze the effects of the crop images resized 224×224,
the data augmentation on training, and more attributes of
hair such as gender, length, angle. The data augmentation
contains standard techniques such as flip, rotation, and dis-
tortion. Especially, the accuracy increases significantly when
training with the additional attributes, such as length, gen-
der, and angle. Also, ResNet18, ResNet50, ResNet101 [9]
and Wide-ResNet50 [10] are evaluated on K-hairstyle and
ResNet101 [9] achieves the highest accuracy for the clas-
sification. Furthermore, we retrieve similar hair style im-
age using the classification model. We split test data into
gallery images and query images for the retrieval task. The
mAP@100 [11] is 0.6392 for 6816 query images.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we release K-hairstyle dataset, which is a
new large-scale Korean hair dataset containing segmenta-
tion masks and various attribute labels. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of our dataset, we show applications, such as
hairstyle translation, and hairstyle classification and retrieval.
We believe K-hairstyle dataset will open new research oppor-
tunities for hairstyle editing and manipulation.
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